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Other options include:

Solar (thermal)

Geothermal

…

These are beyond the scope of this course.
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Using sizes that are readily available may mean putting in two transformers in the place 
of where one used to be and perhaps locating the second one in a differnet region to 
decrease wire size required to keep voltage drop down.
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Diesel power is very expensive so it never makes sense to parallel it with the grid in our 
context. This is only done in on demand peak shaving where the utility can call you at 
any time and tell you how much power to push to grid and they pay a much higher rate 
to you for that power. It could be done, but we have not found any customers 
interested in being on-demand peak shaving plants thus far… doesn’t mean it couldn’t’ 
happen in the future.
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Explain differences between net-metering, feed-in tarrif, and $0.

Net-metering means they keep track of your net usage, usually zeroing out each year. 
So if you produce more than you are using during day hours they subtract that # of kWh 
from your bill. This is best financial situation in most cases, because you effectively get 
paid for power you feed into grid the same amount as the $ you pay for power you take 
from the grid. 

Feed-In tariffs are often worse as they pay you some lower rate for all the power you 
feed back into the grid and charge you more for power you take from the grid. 

$0 means they pay you nothing for the extra power you send to them, but they allow 
you to feed power back onto the grid.
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A lot of different shapes, sizes, and colors. 
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Standard sizes are 60 cell and 72 cell modules.
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Jagged sections are times with some cloud or other partial shading. Notice the shape of 
the curve. This is the same shape the output of the solar power will be. Notice the time 
range: about 6am to 6pm. The majority of the solar power occurs between 8am and 
4pm. So it is particularly important to avoid any shading during these hours.
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Map of average annual insolation
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Use worst case month if 100% solar with battery system. Average if utility interactive. 
Sun path is used for shading analysis, determining interrow spacing required, space 
from nearby building etc to avoid shade between 8am and 4pm at least.
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Part of a typical solar module label and a graph showing where these values come 
from. By changing the load applied the voltage is controlled and swept across the 
range: 0V to open circuit voltage. (Use slide animation as explain the following) Notice 
where Isc: short circuit current, at V= 0 and Voc : open circuit voltage, at I=0 fall on the 
curve. Also notice where the power output is maximum. This is called the “maximum 
power point”. Inverters used to convert the DC power from a solar array into AC power 
constantly operate the total array at this point using “MPPT” or maximum power point 
tracking software. The power output shifts based on temperature and irradiance. 
Irradiance impacts current. Temperature impacts voltage.
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This was a genset that had to be run at low loads due to necessity from a main 
electrical buss failure.
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The equation uses a Weibull wind distribution with a factor of K=2, which is about right 
for inland sites. An overall efficiency of the turbine, from wind to electrical grid, of 30% 
is used. That is a reasonable, real-world efficiency number. Here is a table that shows 
how average annual wind speed, turbine size, and annual energy production relate:
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For off-grid battery charging wind turbines you should deduct 20 – 30% of the predicted 
numbers, due to the lower efficiency of a turbine tied to batteries, and the losses 
involved in charging batteries.
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Where we input known information, adjust % solar and % battery, and have a graphical 
view of solar output versus load.
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Shows us cost projections for various common combinations of utility, generator, solar, 
and battery
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Generates the average daily solar energy (kW/m^2) versus time based on latitude and 
average daily insolation entered on input sheet as well as solar constant on this sheet. 
Used for estimating solar power output (W)
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For existing sites these will be based on (max average real load data)*1.25 plus 
expected expansion and new loads.
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Generator lifetime = 20,000/ (hours run per year). Round to nearest whole year.
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Use worst case month if 100% solar with battery system. Average if utility interactive. 
Sun path is used for shading analysis, determining inter-row spacing required, space 
from nearby building etc to avoid shade between 8am and 4pm at least. Use 
trigonometry using worst case altitude angle for entire year between 8am and 4pm to 
determine spacing.
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First three are self-explanatory.

X% Solar is (average daily kWh of solar production)/(daily kWh load estimated)

X% Battery is the % of unused solar (at time of use) that will be store in the batteries for 
use when (site load)>(solar output). If not store in battery that % is wasted or sold to 
the utility.

X% Solar (No Battery) + Utility: This is grid-tied solar. If utility is on and sun is out power 
is fed from the solar to the site and any excess can be fed to the grid. If utility is off solar 
is off even if sun is out.

X% Solar (With battery) + Utility: Generally only makes sense in cases where net-
metering is not available and difference in what they pay utility versus what the utility 
pays them for power is high. When solar production greater than load excess is stored 
in batteries. When load>solar the battery power is used to minimize utility power 
usage. If utility is down battery system may carry load for some period, but is not 
necessarily designed for full backup power.

X% Solar (No Battery)+Utility+Generator (not paralleled to solar): Same as the previous 
only when the utility is down and battery depleted the generator runs and solar does 
not produce power.

X% Solar Y% Battery, Utility, Generator, MGC: 100% power availability. Solar and Battery 
will be used whenever possible, utlity will be the next in priority, and generator will only 
be used when neither is available. Solar will still produce when generator running, but 
will be limited to only what is above 30% load of the generator.

100% Solar, 100% Battery: Self explanatory
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First question: hospital = yes, school in general = no, but anywhere can be yes if the 
ministry decides they need it.

Sometimes the second question is a judgement call on the part of the engineer. 
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End points and cross over points are key. 

What is the payback period for Solar with utility versus utility alone for this site at 90% 
solar? (7 years, crossover point)
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Another better way is to look at it is the $/kWh average at year 5 and year 10. Red 
represent 100% available power. Note that even a small difference in $/kWh can be BIG 
$ savings for the site. For this site at 595680kWh/year, a $0.01 difference is about 
$6000/year in savings.
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